
BERYLLS STRATEGY ADVISORS

HOW VEHICLE-AS-A-SERVICE  
CAN BE 50% MORE PROFITABLE 
THAN TRADITIONAL CAR SALES
Many OEMs are struggling to create a business case for 
VaaS that captures all the benefits. Here, we set out  
the key considerations that are not covered by traditional 
assessments. 
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» The direct benefits of Vehicle-as-a-Service generate up to 50% more 
profit for OEMs compared with the traditional sales model, through 
keeping ownership of vehicles for longer and over more use cycles, and 
retaining customers by offering them new contracts when their old ones 
run out

» There are also indirect customer-related benefits that further strengthen 
the business case, including lower customer acquisition costs and more 
options to upsell newer models.

» However, many OEMs are not capturing these benefits in their VaaS busi-
ness cases. As a result, they are delaying adding the service and risk 
missing out entirely on a fast-growing, profitable new line of business.

THE 30-SECOND READ
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Introduction

» Flexibility: Long-term commitments and rigid asset ownership are not in 
sync with the lives and demands of today’s customers, who want to keep 
open the option to try something new in all aspects of their daily lives.

» Technology risk: Constant improvements in technology lead to shorter 
product lifecycles and increased risk for buyers as new vehicle value decli-
nes even faster. 

» Fear of missing out: The number of vehicle brands and therefore options 
is increasing, making customers reluctant to be tied to the same car for an 
extended period of time. Today’s customers also show less brand loyalty 
than in the past. (For a more in-depth assessment of these trends please 
see Berylls’ Vehicle-as-a-Service (VaaS) study).

These forces present a fundamental challenge for the traditional automotive 
business, built on one-off sales and after-sales revenue from parts and servi-
cing. Vehicle-as-a-Service (VaaS) models, in which the customer does not own 
the vehicle anymore and returns it at the end of the contract, are on the rise – 
based on current customer feedback, we estimate there will be a 38% increase 
in the market share of use-based models by 2025.

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES CHANGE

3 

Customer needs and the resulting demand patterns are changing in 
the automotive industry. Owning a prestigious car used to be a symbol 
of status, but vehicle ownership is no longer the aspiration of many 
drivers. This is the result of rapidly changing customer expectations, 
and influences inside and outside the automotive world. Three main 
trends dominate:

https://www.berylls.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Berylls-Study_Vehicle-as-a-Service_full.pdf
https://www.berylls.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Berylls-Study_Vehicle-as-a-Service_full.pdf
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Direct benefits of VaaS

Source: Berylls Strategy Advisors

IMPACT AND ADVANTAGES OF VAAS
FIGURE 1

VaaS very much caters to what customers already expect and value from ser-
vices in other parts of their lives, such as music or video streaming. The good 
news is, it creates two central opportunities for OEMs and other providers:

» Firstly, it is far easier to stay in touch with customers, contacting them to 
renew or update their contract, each time their current agreement ends. 
As a result, customers can be retained for several usage cycles. Providers 
can also optimize returns by selling complementary products and services 
(such as insurance packages or electric vehicle charging services), tailored 
to the customer and the vehicle. 

» Secondly, the OEM or service provider retains ownership of the vehicle, 
and can find new customers for it over multiple use cycles due to flexible 
usage periods (see figure 1).  

DIRECT BENEFITS OF VAAS: 50% MORE 
PROFIT OVER VEHICLE LIFETIME
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Direct benefits of VaaS

In contrast to the traditional ownership model, in which the seller loses access 
to the customer and the vehicle after the initial sale or financing contract ends, 
VaaS providers can at least in theory benefit from an ever-increasing custo-
mer and vehicle base. 

Based on past project experience, we have calculated that long-term profita-
bility can increase by 40 to 50% as a result. In figure 2 below we show an 
indicative comparison of product profitability for both sales models. The cal-
culation is based on anonymized data from a volume OEM, taking the average 
across several of its battery electric SUVs. 

As the chart shows, individual VaaS offerings themselves are less profitable 
than traditional new car sales. However,  profits across multiple use cycles add 
up to create a far higher total vehicle lifetime value (VLV) for the VaaS provider:

Source: Berylls Strategy Advisors

PROFIT COMPARISION OF  
OWNERSHIP AND VAAS MODELS

FIGURE 2
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Indirect benefits of VaaS

of months to switch to a contract for a 
more expensive model, a decision that 
would have taken a couple of years in 
the traditional sales model with longer 
holding periods.

By making targeted offers to customers 
they already have a contract with, OEMs 
will also be able to spend less on mar-
keting because they will have a larger 
pool of “locked in” customers. 

The table below looks at the top- and 
bottom-line benefits of further little-
noticed advantages offered by VaaS, 
focusing on customer relationship ma-
nagement (there are further indirect 
benefits to VaaS which relate to the 
operating model, which we will ex-
plore in an upcoming article):

In addition to the direct benefits outli-
ned above, the VaaS model also offers 
important indirect – and frequently 
overlooked – benefits. Combined, these 
will strengthen the business case even 
further.

Indirect benefits include creating loyal-
ty by offering a convenient, appealing 
service that meets changing customer 
demands. At a time when the brand or 
particular vehicle hardware is no lon-
ger a reason to buy or to stay with one 
OEM, loyalty must be built up through 
outstanding service and a superb cus-
tomer experience. 

Another indirect benefit of multip-
le, shorter use cycles is the ability to 
cross- and up-sell more often. A cus-
tomer might decide after just a couple 

BUILDING THE VAAS BUSINESS  
CASE: DON’T OVERLOOK THE INDIRECT 
BENEFITS
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Indirect benefits of VaaS
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Call to action
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For many providers, in particular incum-
bent OEMs that are looking to expand 
their traditional, ownership-centered sa-
les offerings to include VaaS, it’s difficult 
to fully assess even the direct impact 
factors in their business case. This is be-
cause in many companies, the product 
development process is still siloed, with 
every department seeking to optimize 
its own profitability rather than take a 
cross-functional approach to designing 
a new service model.  

As a result, there is a risk that many po-
tentially successful VaaS offerings 
will not be launched, because the 
underlying business case failed to 
show their true potential. This repre-
sents a missed opportunity for provi-
ders, as Vehicle-as-a-Service offers are 
here to stay. Without a VaaS product, 
OEMs and other potential providers are 
missing out on securing their customer 
base in this emerging market. 

Today, this may mean losing only a little 
market share, but in the near future, it 
means missing out on addressing ent-
ire customer groups because they don’t 
have the right offers: our Vehicle-as-a-
Service study showed that by 2025, 50% 
of Gen Z drivers would use VaaS to buy 
their next electric car.

To date, many OEMs are struggling to 
create a positive business case for VaaS. 
From the outset, their analysis fails to 
recognize the 40 to 50% direct profit 
increase that VaaS can deliver across 
multiple use cycles (as this profit is usu-
ally booked separately across different 
departments). Further, they do not con-
sider the indirect benefits of the VaaS 
business model. In this blog we have 
focused on the customer-related bene-
fits, but there are even greater positive 
effects if one also considers operating 
model improvements. These include 
synergies from increased asset utiliza-
tion if one common fleet was used for 
various VaaS offerings in parallel.

HOW WILL THIS HELP OEMS AND  
PROVIDERS TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 
TRUE VALUE OF VAAS?

https://www.berylls.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Berylls-Study_Vehicle-as-a-Service_full.pdf
https://www.berylls.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Berylls-Study_Vehicle-as-a-Service_full.pdf
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THE BERYLLS GROUP’S SERVICES are fully dedicated to the automotive 
industry. Our experts in Germany, China, Great Britain, South Korea, 
North America and Switzerland understand the industry’s key chal-
lenges and are developing ways to achieve sustainable success in the 
automobility eco system. They use advanced digital strategies and ot-
her innovative approaches. Our professionals are networking across 
our four specialised units to offer our clients end-to-end support, from 
strategy development to the implementation. We call this network our 
Berylls Quartet:

Berylls Strategy Advisors – The expertise of our top management consultants extends 
across the complete value chain of automobility – from long-term strategic planning to 
operational performance improvements. Based on our automobility thought leadership 
Berylls Strategy Advisors stand out with their broad experience, their profound industry 
knowledge, their innovative problem-solving competence and, last but not least, their 
entrepreneurial thinking.

Berylls Digital Ventures – The development and operation of digital products or the  
implementation of new business models are increasingly required to drive the realization  
of our clients‘ strategic concepts. The Berylls Digital Ventures team takes up this  
challenge – working together with our clients end-to-end. Furthermore we invest in 
promising startups and bring digital solutions to market, turn-key ready for our clients. 
Always with a keen focus on automobility.

Berylls Mad Media – The radical digitalisation of the customer interface undermines  
the boundaries in the automotive sales model. Our Berylls Mad Media experts develop  
and operate tailored solutions, including data-driven marketing, integrated service  
designs, and including the agile realisation of integrated process and IT architectures.  
We strengthen customer loyalty, market exploitation, and profitability – taking vehicles 
and services to market digitally.

Berylls Equity Partners – is a private investment company, supported by strong anchor 
investors and pursuing an entrepreneurial approach. We carefully select, acquire, and 
improve operationally, companies with value potential in the mobility industry – with  
a long-term strategic direction.

The automotive industry is currently facing fundamental challenges. We have made  
it our mission to support industry players in accomplishing an effective and future- 
proof change process. The unique value we bring to the table is based on digitisation, 
technological innovation, market insights and renowned partnerships.  
The Berylls Quartet is your high-performance engine to succeed on this exciting road. 

The future will be, but different. 
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If you would like to discuss your own VaaS business  
case calculations or your strategy and product design,  
please get in touch:


